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MECHANOTRANSDUCTION

Highlight on cell mechanics / Stem cells differentiation
and surfaces interactions







Pathologies of defective
mechanotransduction





Bone: an organ designed to adapt to gravity
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GRAVITY: mass tells space how to bend, and space tells mass how to move



Wolff J. Das gesetz der 

transformation der knochen. 

DMW-Deutsche Medizinische

Wochenschrift 

1892;19:1222–1224 

“Bone is laid down in areas of 

high stress and reabsorbed in 

areas of low stress.” 

Frost’s law : bone is a mechanostat

Bone is a smart material able to 

repair itself

stretch compression

Bone is the only tissue in the body that contains a cell type, the osteoclast, which has the function to actively destroy 
(resorb) the host tissue



Exercice is able to delay bone loss or to increase bone gain / Sedentarity is accelerating bone loss



Loss of Mechanical Stress

In fact, a loss of mechanical stress will lead to demineralization. 

The two significant ways to lose mechanical stress are 1) loss of mobility or 2) zero gravity environments.

Studies done by scientists have shown that astronauts can lose about 1% bone mass/week. 

They come back to earth with dramatically increased risk of breaking a bone. 

This problem can also happen to sick people who are bedridden or those in casts for very long time. 



Ostéocalcine
Lipocaline 2

RANKL

Molecular coupling of FORMATION and RESORPTION 



The osteocyte,  the seismograph



mechanotransduction

Strain, flow, pressure, piezoelectricity, chemistry, 
oxygen tension
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From Skeleton to Cytoskeleton and ….

Microtubules : resist tension
Microfilaments generate tension

Tensegrity model from Donald INGBER, Wyss Institute 



Tensegrity Kenneth Snelson



Actors….transductors



Tsimbouri, PM. J. Funct. Biomater. 2015

Actors….transductors



Cell biomechanics & signal transduction 

Mechanotransduction

Mechanotherapeutics





K Anselme, et al., Adv. Mat., 2018

All the surfaces are mechano-active for cells!


